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Outline of the talkOutline of the talk

1.1. Introduction Introduction -- Illustrative Illustrative examplesexamples fromfrom experimentsexperiments and simulationsand simulations

2.2. The The baroclinicbaroclinic torque in torque in highhigh Froude Froude numbernumber flowsflows, , itsits organizationorganization, , scalescale

and and orderorder of magnitudeof magnitude

3.3. Transition of the Transition of the inhomogeneousinhomogeneous mixingmixing--layer and the 2D layer and the 2D secondarysecondary

baroclinicbaroclinic instabilityinstability

4.4. The The strainstrain fieldfield of 2D light jets and the question of of 2D light jets and the question of sideside--jetsjets

5.5. Mass Mass segregationsegregation in 2D turbulence  and the in 2D turbulence  and the baroclinicbaroclinic instabilityinstability of massive of massive 
vorticesvortices
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Stratified medium in a gravity fieldStratified medium in a gravity field

Tilted tank experiments : « A method of 
producing a shear flow in a stratified fluid »
S.A. Thorpe JFM32 1968
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Sheared stratified medium in a gravity field Sheared stratified medium in a gravity field 

Two-dimensionnal Stratified Mixing Layer (vertical shear)

Klaassen and Peltier JFM227 (1991)

Re=300

Staquet JFM296 (1995)

Re=2000 – Ri = 0.167
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Sheared stratified medium in a gravity field : Smyth JFM 497 (20Sheared stratified medium in a gravity field : Smyth JFM 497 (2003)03)
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Ri=0Ri=0.06

Sheared stratified medium in a gravity field Sheared stratified medium in a gravity field 

Three-dimensionnal stratified Mixing Layer

Klaassen and Peltier JFM227 (1991)Schowalter, Van Atta and Lasheras JFM281 (1994)
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Mixing inhomogeneous streams : spreading rateMixing inhomogeneous streams : spreading rate

Brown and Roshko, « On density effects and large structure in turbulent mixing layers »,  
JFM 64, 1974
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Mixing inhomogeneous streams : Mixing inhomogeneous streams : baroclinicbaroclinic instabilityinstability

Two-dimensionnal secondary baroclinic instability : Reinaud, Joly and Chassaing, 
PoF vol 12(10), pp 2489-2505, 2000

homogeneous

Variable-density

Spectral Code – Re=3000

Material lines

Vorticity contours

Inviscid Vortex-method
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S=0,79

S=0,47

Mixing inhomogeneous streams : absolute instability of light jetMixing inhomogeneous streams : absolute instability of light jetss

Self-excited oscillations and mixing in a hot jet : Monkewitz and Bechert, 
PoF Gallery of fluid motion, 1988
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1. Introduction - Illustrative examples from experiments and simulations  

nonnon--barotropicbarotropic flowsflows exhibitexhibit deviationsdeviations fromfrom theirtheir
homogeneoushomogeneous or or barotropicbarotropic equivalentequivalent

2. The baroclinic torque in high Froude number flows, its nature, order of 
magnitude and organization

3. Transition of the inhomogeneous mixing-layer and the 2D secondary
baroclinic instability

4. The strain field of 2D light jets and the question of side-jets

5. Mass segregation in 2D turbulence  and the baroclinic instability of 
massive vortices

Outline of the talkOutline of the talk
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VorticityVorticity generation/destruction in nongeneration/destruction in non--barotropicbarotropic flows flows 

Focus : Incompressible mixing at infinite Froude numbers
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Density contrast versus density ratioDensity contrast versus density ratio

Condition :

|Cú| < 1
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The The vorticityvorticity dynamics : dynamics : baroclinicbaroclinic torque versus vortex stretchingtorque versus vortex stretching
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A prediction of some flow sensitivity to density variationsA prediction of some flow sensitivity to density variations

• Fully developped 3D turbulence

• Two-dimensional flows : no vortex stretching

• Transition flows

No vortex stretching, baroclinic torque only source/sink of vorticity

Vortex stretching much larger than baroclinic torque in high Reynolds number turbulence

The baroclinic torque may bias the transition
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t=0t=2

Spatial structure of the variable density temporal mixing layerSpatial structure of the variable density temporal mixing layer

Kelvin-Helmholtz instability s=3, Re = Uδ/ν = 1500

Vorticity Baroclinic torque

t=4t=6t=8t=10t=12
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Spatial structure of the variable density mixing layer : length Spatial structure of the variable density mixing layer : length scalesscales

Mixing layer s = 1 or 3 , Re = 3000, t=12
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Net contribution of the Net contribution of the baroclinicbaroclinic torque and the Reynolds numbertorque and the Reynolds number

Temporal mixing layer s=3, Re = Uδ/ν = 500,1500,3000

Increasing Reynolds

Diffusive damping
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Outline of the talkOutline of the talk

1. Introduction

2. The baroclinic torque

•• ScalesScales withwith the the boundedbounded densitydensity contrastcontrast

•• InertialInertial nature : nature : acceleratedaccelerated inhomogeneousinhomogeneous mediummedium

•• CompetesCompetes withwith vortex stretching in transition vortex stretching in transition flowsflows and 2D and 2D flowsflows

•• EnstrophyEnstrophy source source atat highhigh wavenumberswavenumbers//smallsmall scalesscales

•• Intense local source/Intense local source/sinksink of of vorticityvorticity but a but a weakweak net net effecteffect

•• SignificantlySignificantly dampeddamped by diffusion, by diffusion, enhancedenhanced by by isopycnalisopycnal stretchingstretching

3. Transition of the inhomogeneous mixing-layer and the 2D secondary baroclinic
instability
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Spatial structure of the variable density mixing layerSpatial structure of the variable density mixing layer

Normalized vorticity along the central material line
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The model of a stretched The model of a stretched vorticityvorticity/density/density--gradient sheetgradient sheet

The stretched density-gradient and vorticity filament,

Reinaud, Joly et Chassaing, Physics of Fluids (2002)
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A nice breakup into smaller scale vorticesA nice breakup into smaller scale vortices

Density

Vorticity

High-density fluid

Low-density fluid
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The secondary instability : scale invariance ?The secondary instability : scale invariance ?

• A specific transition mecanism of the inhomogeneous shear flow;

• Twodimensional secondary mode;

• The vorticity pattern is repeated in second generation structures, and so on untill
viscous length scales are produced and baroclinic vorticity generation is prevented.
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The secondary instability in the spatially The secondary instability in the spatially developpingdevelopping flowflow

Forced spatially developing mixing-layer (simulations with a variable density vortex method)

contergradient

homogeneous

cogradient
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3. The 2D mixing-layer in the nonlinear regime and the secondary baroclinic instability

•• The nonThe non--linearlinear stage stage endsends in a in a ratherrather asymmetricasymmetric vorticityvorticity distribution due to distribution due to 
alternatealternate positive and positive and negativenegative baroclinicbaroclinic contributions;contributions;

•• FromFrom the the vorticityvorticity fieldfield the structure the structure isis not a standard KH not a standard KH smoothsmooth roller; roller; 

•• A A secondarysecondary baroclinicbaroclinic instabilityinstability developesdevelopes on the light on the light sideside of the KH of the KH billowbillow;;

•• Not Not observedobserved soso far far atat Reynolds Reynolds numbersnumbers up to 3000 up to 3000 nornor in in experimentalexperimental
realizationsrealizations of of highhigh Reynolds Reynolds numbernumber flowsflows;;

•• ProvidesProvides a 2D a 2D bypassbypass route to turbulence route to turbulence underunder highhigh Reynolds Reynolds numbernumber
conditionsconditions.

4. The strain field of 2D light jets and the question of side-jets

5. Mass segregation in 2D turbulence  and the baroclinic instability of massive vortices

Outline of the talkOutline of the talk
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Sides Sides ejetionsejetions in the helium jet : illustrationin the helium jet : illustration

gravity

nozzle
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Transition of the turbulent helium jetTransition of the turbulent helium jet

Re = 750 Re = 1000 Re = 2600

Influence of the Reynolds number
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The mechanism of side ejectionsThe mechanism of side ejections

Brancher, Chomaz & Huerre (1994)
Lambda2 probe of coherent structures in a DNS of 
a homogeneous 3D temporal jet with a 3-lobe 
corrugation of the initial vorticity tube. 

Paradigm of secondary 3D mode yielding counter-rotative vortices lying between adjacent distorted rings

Side jets induced by pairs of counter-rotative streamwise aligned vortices
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The baroclinic torque in infinite Froude number jetsThe baroclinic torque in infinite Froude number jets
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A measure of the strain rate in the mixing layerA measure of the strain rate in the mixing layer

The strain rate and the shear rate are measured along some relevant line

« Variable density fluid turbulence » 2003

Chassaing, Antonia, Anselmet, Joly and Sarkar, Kluwer



3030t = 4,5 Light jet

The strain field along material linesThe strain field along material lines

Temporal jet s=1/3, Re = UD/ν = 2500

Red : positive γ (stretching) – Blue : negative γ (compression) – Shaded : above same positive level

Passive scalar
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Summary on side jetsSummary on side jets

1. The jet is absolutely unstable under a critical density 
ratio s<0.7,

2. SJ aknowledged within some range of Reynolds number,

3. A shorter route to the mixing transition and a large 
increase of the mixing rate,

4. SJ recovered in a pulsed homogeneous jet by Monkewitz 
and Pfizenmaier (1991)

5. From undergoing experiments : 

i. Intemmittent ejection,

ii. Unsteady number and azymuthal positon,

iii. Reynolds sensitive azimuthal wavenumber,

iv. Quasi-steady streamwise position,

v. Life time of several Primary Mode periods

vi. How to control SJ and promote mixing

Fisrt observation by Monkewitz & Bechert (Album of Fluid Motion - 1988)

Side ejections on Re = 1000 helium jets 
from Hermouche, Institut de Mécanique 
des Fluides de Toulouse (1996)
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3. The 2D mixing-layer in the nonlinear regime and the secondary baroclinic instability

4. The strain field of 2D low-density jets and the question of side-jets

•• The strain fields of lowThe strain fields of low--density jets present a folded layered structure,density jets present a folded layered structure,

•• Much higher strain rates may be produced in the baroclinically mMuch higher strain rates may be produced in the baroclinically modified rollodified roll--up,up,

•• High strain rates are to be expected High strain rates are to be expected «« insideinside »» the lowthe low--density jet and close to density jet and close to 

favored leg of the vorticity braid.favored leg of the vorticity braid.

•• Spontaneous side jets in absolutely unstable lowSpontaneous side jets in absolutely unstable low--density jets,density jets,

•• If understood may help mixing,If understood may help mixing,

5. Mass segregation in 2D turbulence  and the baroclinic instability of massive vortices

Outline of the talkOutline of the talk
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Mass segregation in 2D turbulenceMass segregation in 2D turbulence

Décroissance de turbulence 
bidimensionnelle
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Mass segregation in 2D turbulenceMass segregation in 2D turbulence

Passive scalar 2D turbulence Inhomogeneous 2D turbulence

Inspection of an isolated vortex …
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Looking for a variableLooking for a variable--density vortex being an Euler equilibrium solution density vortex being an Euler equilibrium solution 

A barotropic vortex is a vortex where the pressure depends on density only,

The axisymmetric vortex with circular isodensity lines (globally advection invariant) 
is the only barotropic vortex (we found) that is also a steady solution of the Euler 
(inviscid) equations,

Since            pressure and density gradients are aligned and the barotropic 
vortex exhibits no baroclinic vorticity sources,

p(ú)

The circular barotropic vortex spreads as a barotropic vortex in the diffusive 
context,

We study the stability of barotropic vortices with gaussian vorticity and density 
distributions.

The axisymmetric barotropic vortex
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The baroclinic instability mechanism of a perturbated barotropicThe baroclinic instability mechanism of a perturbated barotropic vortex vortex 

Axisymmetrization

Stable case

Mass ejection

Unstable case
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Linear stability analysis of variableLinear stability analysis of variable--density gaussian vorticesdensity gaussian vortices

Ω(r, ò) =
ùî2
Γ

exp(à
î2
r2
)

Definiton of the base state

R = úb + (úc à úb) exp(à
î2ú

r2
)

Density contrast in à 1, 1[ ] Radius ratio in 0,∞[ [

ε =
îú

î
Cú =

úc + úb

úc à úb

Linearized Euler equations and normal mode analysis

uêr , uêò , pê , úê[ ] (r, ò, t) = iur(r), uò(r), p(r), ú(r)[ ] exp i mò à ωt( )[ ]

m Positive integer azimuthal wavenumber

ω Complex disturbance phase speed
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Linear stability analysis : main resultsLinear stability analysis : main results

m = 2 m = 3

Amplification rate in the (density contrast – radius ratio) plane
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Linear stability analysis : main resultsLinear stability analysis : main results

First modes sensitivity to density contrast and radius ratio

Moderate density constrast Moderate radius ratio 

Cú = 0.5 or úc/úb = 3 ε = 2 or î = 2îú
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Numerical simulation pf the nonNumerical simulation pf the non--linear development of the instability linear development of the instability 

Eigen mode perturbation m=3, Cρ = 0.5, ε = 2
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Numerical simulation of the nonNumerical simulation of the non--linear development of the instability linear development of the instability 

Density radius large amplitude déformation m=3, Cρ = 0.8, ε = 1
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3. The 2D mixing-layer in the nonlinear regime and the secondary baroclinic instability

4. The strain field of 2D light jets the question of side-jets

5. Mass segregation in 2D turbulence  and the baroclinic instability of massive vortices

•• Light vortex stable, heavy vortex unstable,Light vortex stable, heavy vortex unstable,

•• Patches of lowPatches of low--density fluid are robust to vortex interaction : antidensity fluid are robust to vortex interaction : anti--mixing mixing 

effect on loweffect on low--density samplesdensity samples

•• Patches of highPatches of high--density fluid are ejected from vortex cores and strained density fluid are ejected from vortex cores and strained 

lumps of highlumps of high--density fluid are efficiently smeared out by molecular density fluid are efficiently smeared out by molecular 

diffusion : mixing of highdiffusion : mixing of high--density samples is promoteddensity samples is promoted

•• Mass segregation by vorticity in 2D inhomogeneous turbulence andMass segregation by vorticity in 2D inhomogeneous turbulence and

asymmetric relaxation of the density pdf.asymmetric relaxation of the density pdf.

Outline of the talkOutline of the talk

Thank you for your attention…
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Transition slideTransition slide
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Inviscid incompressible inhomogeneous flows

A unified view on baroclinic vorticity generationA unified view on baroclinic vorticity generation
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Baroclinic streamwise vorticity generationBaroclinic streamwise vorticity generation

Scheme of the vorticity generation on the model flow of unstrained counter-rotating vortices
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A first glance at baroclinic streamwise vorticity generation :A first glance at baroclinic streamwise vorticity generation :

vorticity Baroclinic torquevorticity

• Shift of the vortex centers toward the 
light side

• Asymmetric entrainment

• A trend expected to be enhanced by the 
underlynig stretching in braid area
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• Vorticity of the gaussian vortex :

• Orthoradial velocity and centripetal acceleration :

• Density field on an elleptic patch :

• Density gradient vector :

• Baroclinic torque :

Baroclinic distribution for an elliptic density patch on a circuBaroclinic distribution for an elliptic density patch on a circular vortexlar vortex
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Normalization of variable density effectsNormalization of variable density effects

A set of scales
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The structure of the 2D lowThe structure of the 2D low--density jet (withdensity jet (with pairing)pairing)

Temporal jet s=1/3, Re = UD/ν = 2500

Baroclinic Torque

Low-density

High-density

Vorticity

Kyle et Sreenivasan JFM 249 (1993)

Passive scalar
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The strain field according to the Caulfield and KerswellThe strain field according to the Caulfield and Kerswell’’s analysiss analysis

Temporal jet s=1/3, Re = UD/ν = 2500

Passive scalar Light jett = 4,5
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Vortex lourd trois lobesVortex lourd trois lobes
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The axisymmetrization of the lowThe axisymmetrization of the low--density vortexdensity vortex
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The breakdown of a massive vortexThe breakdown of a massive vortex

+ Film with s=10
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